
Shifter Boot Installation Guide 

First of all, Thanks for purchasing!  I hope you are very satisfied with this product.  Installation can be a bit tricky, so I 

hope this helps you out.  We’ll do it in steps, shall we? 

**Be very mindful as you follow these steps that you will be working backwards to install the new ones- so take mental notes 
as we go!  

1. Remove cover from window controls and carefully pull the plastic frame out of the opening.  Next, unscrew the knob 

of the 4wd shifter, spinning entire boot around, and remove boot, top, and frame all together – important: study how 

the grommet holds the boot onto the knob. You will need to repeat this with the new boot using the existing 

grommet. 

 

 

2. Remove parking brake boot by pushing down near the top to release flexible frame- you will have to bend the frame 

slightly but it is meant to do that so that it “snaps” in place.  Once the frame is released, you will turn the boot inside 

out so that you can get to the grommet. Once you take the grommet off, it should just slide right off. 

 

  

 

3. Here’s the hardest part… You will now need to remove the frames from the old boots, and use super-glue (or hot-glue 

gun) to secure them in the new boots. Take your time to study exactly how they are positioned in the old boots. And 

be careful not to get any glue on parts that will be showing. Of course you’ll need now to wait a few minutes while the 

glue dries. Meanwhile, you probably have some cleaning to do as this area gets pretty gross over the years! 

 

 

 

4. Once the frames are in place and the glue has dried, reverse the process.  Start with securing the 4wd boot to the 

knob, using the grommet, BEFORE trying to install.  Then turn it inside out as much as possible, screw on the 

knob/boot, and then secure frame into place.  Next turn parking brake boot inside out as much as possible, slip it on 

and secure grommet, then turn it right side out again and it should be in position. Put bottom of frame into opening 

first then push down top of frame to snap in place!  Replace the window control trim and you’re done!  

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

That looks great! That looks great! 
Questions? Call me! Garrett 706-461-4756 Or if you would like me 
to email you the PDF version of this guide (so you can blow up the 

photographs), please email me at jgschmitt99@gmail.com  

***as a note, your product will look slightly different than the photos as 
the replacement boots you purchased are white and smooth inside*** 

 


